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Ingredients 

• 2 gallons raw milk or low-temp pasteurized milk* 

• 3 level teaspoons citric acid powder in ¼ cup cool water 

      (or ½ cup lemon juice + ¼ cup ACV) 

• ½ teaspoon liquid rennet in ¼ cup cool water  

      (can sub. ¼ rennet tablet) 

• ½ cup salt in 1 gallon of water 

Recommended Tools 

stainless steel thick-bottom pot, 

long (non-serrated) knife, colander, 

glass bowl or cheese mold,  

wooden spoons (2), cutting board, 

liquid measuring cup and spoons. 

*Cheese is best made from raw milk (pasteurizing inhibits the 

cheesemaking process). Pasteurized milk may be used, but final yield 

will decrease. Do not use UHT milk. 

Yield 
2-3 pounds of cheese 

1. Dissolve citric acid powder in cool water. Pour it slowly into cold milk (40-50°F/4-10°C) while stirring 

gently for 1 minute to disperse well.  

2. Heat the milk to 88°F (31.1°C) on medium-low heat, stir occasionally, taking 15 

minutes to reach desired temp. When 88°F, turn off stove. Try to keep the temperature 

in the room warm so that the pot does not cool down too much. 

3. Dilute rennet in cool water. Gently stir rennet into milk 

for only 15-20 seconds with a top to bottom and clockwise 

motion (see illustration at left). End by slowing the milk to a 

stop. 

4. Allow the milk to remain still for 15 minutes while it coagulates. Check the 

firmness of curd (see photo on right). Insert a knife or finger at an angle and lift 

up. When the curd is ready, the cut will be clean and firm (not jagged or soft). 

5. Cutting the curd: 

Using a long knife, cut 

the solidified milk into 

½” curds by following 

the illustration at right. 

The curd should cut 

easily and hold shape 

without falling apart. (If 

it falls apart, stop and 

wait a few more 

minutes.) 

6. Let curds remain undisturbed for 5-10 minutes to “heal”.    Diagram (above) courtesy Chr. Hansen Lab 

7.  Apply low heat and stir gently with a wooden spoon so as to keep curds separated. Slowly heat curds to 

around 104°F (40°C) within a 15-minute period. Shut off heat and continue to stir for an additional 15-20 

minutes or until curds are finished. The curd will shrink and become denser as the whey is expelled – they 
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will go from ½ inch squares down to large cottage cheese size. Use a knife to cut large curds into smaller 

sizes. The curds are ready when they all start to mat together. To test, pinch 

a piece of curd or grab a handful of curd and try to form a ball. The curd 

should form a ball and be elastic but not burst open, matte not glossy, sticky 

not slick.  

8. Pour curds into a colander (with a pot underneath if you want to collect 

the whey for ricotta). Set aside whey pot and put colander in the sink or in a 

large bowl to drain. Flip the curd once to help knit together the curd into one 

mass. 

9. In a large pot on the stove, mix ½ cup of pure salt into one gallon of water and heat to 170°F (76.7° C). Stir 

to dissolve salt. (Salt is added for flavor & as a preservative, but may be omitted if desired.) 

10. While the salt water is heating, move the curd onto a cutting board and cut into long 

1” strips [see diagram at right]. If the strips are thick, lay strips on their side and cut as 

needed to make 1”x1” strips. 

11. When the water reaches 170°F, remove from heat and place somewhere with lots of 

head space for pulling the curd, like a kitchen island. 

12. Carefully place strips in the pot one at a time until all of the curd is in the pot. Using 

one or two wooden spoons, slowly lift the curds upward – use gravity to stretch the curds 

into mozzarella cheese. The cheese will begin to get ropy and shiny. Stretch for up to 10 

minutes or until all of the lumps are smoothed out and the cheese is in one mass lump. Do 

not stretch longer than 10 min or the cheese may get tough. 

You now have cheese instead of curds! 

13. Remove cheese from the water and place on counter if wanting to shape into small balls or a braid. Or 

place the whole ball of cheese into a glass bowl or cheese mold and set in cold or iced water until the cheese 

is cool and firm textured. Refrigerate once cool. It is now ready to eat! 

Storage tips: Fresh Mozzarella cheese will taste good for up to a week if stored in the fridge. If made into 

small balls, can be stored in a brine solution. Mozzarella freezes well, so it is recommended to only keep out 

the amount that will get eaten fresh within a few days and immediately freeze the extra in blocks or shredded, 

to be pulled out as needed. (Freeze shredded cheese like you would berries: spread out shredded cheese on a 

lined baking sheet, place in freezer for an hour or two until frozen, break up the frozen cheese into little pieces. 

Store in a sealed container in freezer.) 

 

For a firmer cutting cheese: pat dry, cover outside with a thin layer of salt, wrap in waxed paper, place in 

fridge for 24-48 hrs. Unwrap, rinse, and slice. 

 

For more tips and FAQ:   https://spiritedrose.wordpress.com/cheese/cheese-evaluation/mozzarella-2/  

 

Illustrated recipe for making ricotta from the whey: 

https://fankhauserblog.wordpress.com/1982/02/22/ricotta-cheese-making-illustrated/  

https://spiritedrose.wordpress.com/cheese/cheese-evaluation/mozzarella-2/
https://fankhauserblog.wordpress.com/1982/02/22/ricotta-cheese-making-illustrated/

